
Production Technician 

Based in Ardington, Oxfordshire, OX12 8PD 

Navtech Radar is a world-leading designer and manufacturer of commercially deployed radar 

solutions, with innovation and customer focus at its core. A growing company with unrivalled levels 

of knowledge and experience, and an unquenchable passion to innovate, Navtech is looking for 

exceptional talent to expand its team.  

We have an exciting opportunity for a Production Technician within the Production Department.   

Reporting to the Production Manager you will be responsible for building and testing industrial radar 

systems to required quality standards and achieving production targets. 

We have created a great culture at Navtech with a high-tech entrepreneurial feel and are looking for 

an open, friendly, hardworking person who will fit in. Navtech proudly maintains a positive work 

environment with regular social activities and events. Being a small business, teamwork is a key 

aspect to our dynamic.  

Salary will be competitive based on this type of role within the Thames Valley and we offer a bonus 

scheme, pension contributions, and a holiday loyalty scheme. Our offices are located in an Area of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty, easily commutable from Oxford, Newbury, and Swindon.  

Key responsibilities: 

• Building and testing industrial radar systems in line with the production schedule.  

• Recording build and test information using in-house software and handwritten route cards. 

• Initial fault investigation related to build and component quality. 

• Feeding back build and design issues to the Engineering department. 

Key competencies: 

• Meticulous approach to quality, following build and test instructions accurately and 
consistently with a 'right first time' attitude. 

• Lots of energy, enthusiasm and positive attitude required, with the ability to work quickly 
and multi-task effectively. 

• Ability to work effectively as part of a team. 

• Excellent communication skills are required, with the ability to produce or maintain 
production quality management documents and provide reports to the Production Manager. 
 

Required knowledge and experience: 

• HNC, higher qualification or technical apprenticeship in Engineering or Manufacturing. 

• Experience in a production role in a low volume, high value manufacturing environment. 

• Familiarity with handling electronic components and soldering.  

• IT literacy required, use of Microsoft office suite, windows-based applications and web-
based applications. 
 

Applicants should send a CV and covering letter to: kieran.spriggs@navtechradar.com. 

mailto:kieran.spriggs@navtechradar.com

